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Abstract  
 In this paper, we have defined parametric relative information generating function with 

utilities. We have also discussed its particular and limiting cases. It is interesting to note that 

differentiation of this relative information generating function at t=0 produces various well known 

measures of information. The relative information generating function for different distributions 

have also been studied. 
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1. Introduction 
 The concept of information generating function of a probability distribution 

was given by Golomb [2] for Shannon’s [10] measure of entropy and Kullback-

Leiblers’s [7] measure of relative information. Golomb [2] defined the information 

generating function as  ���� = −∑ �	
	∈� 		 , � ≥ 1                        (1.1)  

 

where {pi} is a complete probability distribution with � ∈ �,N is a discrete sample 

space and t is a real or complex variable. Further it may be noted that  ���
��
 |
�� = ���� = −∑ �	 log �		∈�          (1.2)

                                     

where H (P) is a Shannon’s entropy [10], {pi} are probability attached to the events 

{Ei}.The quantity (1.2) measures average information but does not take into account the 

relative information of the events. Belis and Guiasu [1] introduced the measure of 

useful information  

 H(P;U)=	−∑ U�p�log	p�� !                                                 (1.3) 

where {u�} is the utility distribution  and ui>0 is the utility attached to the i
th

 event 

which occur with probability pi . 

  

 Hooda and Bhakar [5] gave mean value characterization of the following 

‘useful information measures: 

H(P;U)=
−∑ U�p�logp�� ! ∑ U�p�� !#                      (1.4a)       
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and					H%�P; U� = �%(� log∑ U�p�%� ! ∑ U�p�� !)                    (1.4b)   

 

 New mean value characterization of the following ‘useful’ information 

measures: H%�P; U� = �%(� log	[∑ U�p�%� ! ∑ U�p�� !) ]                                            (1.4c) 

  

 Mahajan and Kumar (2015) have also  defined  useful information generating 

function: 

I(P;U,t)=
−∑ �U�� ! p��+ ∑ U�p�� !#                                                           (1.5) 

where 
{ }npppP ,.....,, 21=

 and 
{ }nuuuU ,.....,, 21=

 are respectively probability 

and utility distributions and t is a real or complex variable. They have studied the 

properties of (1.5) in next section and derived the information generating function for 

some probability distributions in section 3. 

 

2. Parametric information generating function 
 Mahajan and Kumar (2015) have defined a new parametric information 

generating function information generating function: 

I( P;U ,t) = 
−∑ �U�� ! p��+ ∑ U�p�� !#  

Since 10 ≤≤ ip i∀  and < ui > is bounded for an experiment, more over being 

positive term series (1.4a) is absolutely convergent 1≥∀ t  and also it converges 

uniformly and therefore each term  of the series possess continuous derivative .So, the 

derivative of (1.4a) at t=1 w.r.t. t is: 

I(P;U,t)=
−∑ �U�� ! p��+ ∑ U�p�� !#                                     (2.1) 

which is (1.4a) and has found wide applications in Economics, Accountancy etc. 

 

In case the utilities are ignored or ui=1 for each i, (1.4a) reduces to (1.2) because ∑p� = 1. 

Suppose









=≤≤= ∑
=

n

i

iin pppppP
1

21 1,10),,.....,,( ,be a discrete probability 

distribution of a set of events E= {E1, E2,…....  En} of a discrete infinite sample space N 

on the basis of an experiment having utility distribution 

U={(u�, u,,u- 	………u/�; 	u� > 0			∀	i	},	 where N is discrete sample space. 

  

 We know that weighted mean of u� and p� is given by:  

    
∑ 5676869:∑ 56869:                                                 (2.2) If	we	replace	U�	with weights (U�p��B6  and p� of order α − 1 then we get new weighted 

mean of order α − 1		as: 
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M%,B(P; U)=E∑ �u�p��B6/��� p�%(� ∑ �U�p��B6/���# F
� %(�)

 

M%,B(P;U)=G∑ U�B6/��� p�%HB6(� ∑ �U�p��B6/���# I� %(�)
;	α ≥ 0,α ≠ 1, β� ≥ 1                                      

           (2.3) 

For which we have the generalized useful information generating function given by I%,B (P; U ,t)=LM%,B6�P; 	U�M+ 
From equation (2.3) we get 

I%,B(P;U,t)=G∑ U�B6/��� p�%HB6(� ∑ �U�p��B6/���# I+ %(�)
                                                            

         (2.4) 

where t is a real  or complex variable. 

 

On differentiating equation (2.4) w.r.t. t at t=0 respectively, we have: 

H%B6�P, U� =	�α − 1�(�logG∑ U�B6/��� p�%HB6(� ∑ �U�p��B6/���# I 
H%B6(P,U)=

�%(�logG∑ U�B6/��� p�%HB6(� ∑ �U�p��B6/���# I                                                 (2.5) 

which is the generalized useful information measure of order  α and type β�. 
 

When β� =β for each i  then equation (2.5)  reduces to 

 

H%B(P,U)=
�%(�logG∑ U�B/��� p�%HB(� ∑ �U�p��B/���# I                                    (2.6) 

which is the generalized useful information measure of order  α and type 	β. 

 

If		β = 1 then equation (2.6)  reduces to (1.4c) 

H%B=
�%(�logE∑ U�/��� p�% ∑ �U�p��/���# F                 (2.6a)                                                      

3. Useful information generating functions and information measures 

 In this section, we have derived useful information generating functions and 

corresponding useful relative information measures for uniform, geometric, Poisson 

and exponential distributions as particular examples. 
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Example 3.1: For the Uniform probability distribution (
�� 	 , �� 	 , … , �� ) after experiment, 

predicted probability distribution (
�N 	 , �N 	 , … , �N ) before experiment and the utility 

distribution (u,u,u,…,u) of an experiment, the equation (2.6) reduces as: 

I%,B (P; U, t ) = G∑ U�B6/��� p�%HB6(� ∑ �U�p��B6/���# I+ %(�)
 

By putting β� =β=1,	U� =U and		p� = 
�! ,  then we have, 

I%,B (P; U, t ) = 

OPP
PPQ∑ U��!	�		%/��� ∑ RU �!S�/���T

UVV
VVW
+ %(�)

 

 

 

 

 

Also equation (2.6a) reduces to 

XX+ I%,B�P; U, t� = H%B(P,U)=
�%(�logE∑ U�/��� p�% ∑ �U�p��/���# F 

= �%(�log

OPP
PPQ∑ U��!	�		%/��� ∑ Z����[	��T

UVV
VVW 

= %(�%(�log (
��) XX+ I%,B�P; U, t� = H%B(P, U)=   −logN 

 

Example 3.2: Geometric distribution: Consider the Geometric distribution (q, qp, qp
2
,....), 

p+q=1 and Geometric utility distribution (v, vu, vu
2
,....). It is the most general case 

when utility also follows geometric distribution. Then we have, 

 

I\,](P;U;t)= 

G∑ ^�1, u, u,, … �[	�� _` a�1, p, p,, … �bH_`(� ∑ a^�1, u, u,, … �[	�� �1, p, p,, … �# I
/b(�
 

Put ]	=]=1 

=Gvq∑ �1, f, u,, … ��1, p, p,, … �[	�� % ^a ∑ �1, f, u,, … ��1, p, p,, … �[	��# I
 b(�)
 

I%,B (P; U, t ) = R�!S+ 
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= 

OPP
PQR ��(gS R ��(hSb R ��(gS R ��(hST

UVV
VW

 b(�)

 

= I\,](P;U;t) = R�iS
 
 

Also equation (2.6a) reduces to 

XX+ I%,B�P; U, t� = H%B(P,U)=
�%(�logE∑ U�/��� p�% ∑ �U�p��/���# F 

= 
�%(� log	 j∑ kl�,5,5m,5n…o869: pl�,7,7m,7n…oq∑ k��,5,5m,5n… �869: p��,7,7m,7n… � r 

= 
�%(� log skR ::tuSpR ::tvSqkR ::tuSpR ::tvS w ⟹ XX+ I%,B�P; U, t�= −log q 

 

Example 3.3: For the exponential distribution with mean 1/λ and exponential utility 

distribution with mean 1/µ, we consider,  

p(x)  =  λ y(z{ ,   λ > 0 ,    0≤x< ∞ and 

u(x)  =  µy(��  , µ> 0 ,      0≤y< ∞ 

From equation (2.4) after putting ]	= 1, we have  

Iα,β (P; U, t) = j ∑ ��t��lz�t��o��̀9:∑ {���t����z�t���}�̀9: r ��t:
 

                 = �l�y(z{ob(�� ��t:
 

Also from equation (2.6a) ��
 Iα,β (P; U, t) = 
�b(�logj∑ �`h�̀�̀9:∑ ��`�̀9: h`�r 

                     =   
�b(�logj∑ ��t��lz�t��o��̀9:∑ ���t��z�t���̀9: � r 

                     =   
b(�	b(� log�y(z{ ��
 Iα,β (P; U, t)  =  log� − 	�� 

 

Example 3.4:  For the Poisson distribution, we consider, 

p(x)  =  
�t�z�{!       ;   x = 0,1,2,… ; λ > 0 

          u(x) =
�t����!         ;   y = 0,1,2,… ; µ > 0  

After substitution these values and ]	=1 in equation (2.4), we get 

Iα,β (P; U, t) =G∑ ��t����! ���t����! ���̀9:
∑ ��t����! ���t����! ��̀9: I

��t:
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                    =  �R�t�z�{! Sb(�� ��t:
 

  Iα,β (P; U, t) =��t�z�{! �
 
From equation (2.6a), we get 

��
 Iα,β (P; U, t)  = 
�b(�logG∑ ��t����! ���t����! ���̀9:

∑ ��t����! ���t����! ��̀9: I 
                       =  

�b(�log R�t�z�{! Sb(�
 ��
 Iα,β (P; U, t)   =log �t�z�{!  

 

4. Two Generalized ‘Useful’ relative information functions 
 Suppose P= { (p�,p,,…..p/�, 0 <p�≤1,∑ p�/� =1} be a discrete probability 

distribution whose predicted probability distribution is 

Q = {(q�,q,,…..q/�, 0<	q�≤ 1,∑ q�/� =1}  

And U= {(u�,u,,….u/�, 0<	u� , ∀	i} is the utility distribution of a discrete sample space 

N. 

Let us consider, 

I(P,Q,t) = ∑ �76	p6�76�6�+(��/�  ���+/t=1 = ∑ p�u�	log/�  (
76	p6� 

When  u� = 1	then 

H(	P Q) ;U) = ∑ p�	log/�  (
76	p6�                                                                                         (4.1) 

which is the same expression of  Kullback-Leibler relative entropy. 

 

We know that U�, p� and	q� is given by: ∑ 5676p6869:∑ 56869:                                                                                                                  (4.2) If	we	replace	U�	with weights (U�p��B6 and p� and q�of order �α − 1) then we get new 

weighted mean of order α − 1		is: 

M%,B(P/Q , U)=E∑ �u�p��B6/��� p�%(�q�%(� ∑ �U�p��B6/���# F
� %(�)

 

M%,B(P; U)=G∑ U�B6p�%(�HB6/��� q�%(� ∑ U�B6p�B6/���# I� %(�)
;α ≥ 0 ,α ≠ 1, β� ≥ 1                    

           (4.3) 

for which we have the generalised useful information generating function given by: I%,B(P/Q ; U ,t)=�M%,B6��� ; 	U��+ 
From equation (4.3), we get, 
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I%,B(P/Q; U ,t)=G∑ U�B6p�%(�HB6/��� q�%(� ∑ U�B6p�B6/���# I+ %(�)
              (4.4) 

where t is a real or complex variable. 

On differentiating equation (2.4) w.r.t t at t=0 respectively. We have: 

H%B6�P/Q	; 	U	� =	�α − 1�(�logG∑ U�B6p�%(�HB6/��� q�%(� ∑ U�B6p�B6/���# I                      (4.5) 

Which is the new generalized useful  relative information measure of order α and type β�. 
When β� =β for each i, (4.4) & (4.5) respectively reduce to the following : 

I%,B�P/Q; t�=LM%B�P/Q; t�M+=j∑ 56 869: 76q¡ t:p6qt:∑ 5676 869: r ¢qt:
                                             (4.6)                  

and			H%B(P/Q;U)=�α − 1�(�log j∑ 56 869: 76q¡ t:p6qt:∑ �5676� 869: r                                              (4.7) 

which is new generalized relative information measure of order α	and	β. 

 

Particular cases : 
i) If utilities are ignored or Ui for each i, equations (4.6) and (4.7) become 

I%B�P/Q; t� = 	 j∑ 76q¡ t:p6qt:869: ∑ 76 869: r ¢qt:
                                                                         (4.8) 

 I%,B�P/Q; t� = �α − 1�(�logj∑ 76q¡ t:p6qt:869: ∑ 76 869: r                                                         (4.9) 

 

which is the generalized measure of relative information. 

ii) If we set β = 1 in (4.8), we have: 

I%�P/Q; t� =j∑ 76qp6qt:869:∑ 76869: r ¢qt:
  ,      since ∑ p�/��� = 1 

							I%�P/Q; U�=  [∑ p�%q�%(�/��� ¤ ��t: I%�P/Q; U� = �∑ �p�%� ��t:q�+/��� �                                                                           (4.10) 

which is new generalized relative information measure. 

 

On differentiating (4.10) at t = 1 and α → 1, we get, 

H(P/Q) = ∑ p�q�log	p�q�/���                                                                                    (4.11) 

which is the Shannon Entropy for two generalized relative function. 

 

iii) In case ] = 1 in equation (4.4),we have,   �b��/¦; Z, �� = 	 [§b��/¦; Z�¤
  �b��/¦; Z, �� = 	 j∑ �`h`qi`�t:�̀9:l∑ �`h`�̀9: o r ��t:
                                                                     (4.12) 

which is generalized ‘useful’ relative information generating function of order \ and 

differentiation at t=0, we get, �b(P/Q; U) = j∑ �`h`qi`�t:�̀9:l∑ �`h`�̀9: o r                                                                               (4.13) 
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which is new generalized useful relative information measure of order \. 

 

If we have Ui = 1 and \ → 1 then equation (4.13) reduces to (2.6a). Since  ∑ �	 = 1[	�� . 
Following Hardy, Littlewood and Polya

[3]
 we can also have another Weighted mean of 

order \ − 1 of �	 , a	 and Ui   

as given below : 

§b_��/¦, Z�= �∑ �`©`h`�©`i`�t:�̀9:l∑ �`h`�̀9: o©` � :�t:
 ; \ ≠ 1, ] ≥ 1, \ > 0                              (4.14) 

for which we have generalized useful relative information generating function given 

below  �b,_��/¦, Z, �� = 	 [§��/¦	; Z�¤
 
                          =�∑ �`©`h`�©`i`�t:�̀9:l∑ �`h`�̀9: o©` � ��t:

                                                               (4.15) 

where t is a real or complex variable. 

 

Differentiating equation (4.15) w.r.t. t at t = 0, we have : �b_`��/¦	; Z� = �\ − 1�(�ª«¬ �∑ �`©`h`�©`i`�t:�̀9:l∑ �`h`�̀9: o©` � 

                       = �b_`(P/Q ; U)                                                                                (4.16)  

which is a new measure and is called as the generalized useful relative measure of order \	and	]i. When]i = ]	for  

each i equation (4.15) and (4.16) reduces to 

�b,_��/¦; Z, �� = 	 �∑ �`©h`�©i`�t:�̀9:l∑ �`h`�̀9: o© � ��t:
                                                                 (4.17) 

which is also a new measure and can be called the generalized measure of  “useful ” 

relative information of order \	and	]. 

 

Particular cases :  

i) If utilities are ignored or Ui = 1 for each i in (4.15), we have, 

�b,_��/¦, �� = j∑ �h`��©�̀9: �i`��t:∑ �h`�©�̀9: r ��t:
                                                                        (4.18) 

On differentiating (4.18) w.r.t. t at t = 0, we get, 

��
I\(P/Q ;T) = �\ − 1�(� j∑ �h`��©�̀9: �i`��t:∑ �h`�©�̀9: r ��t:
  = �b_(P/Q)                                 (4.19) 

ii) If  we set  ] = 1 in (2.8) ,we get, 

             I\(P/Q ; T) = [∑ ��	�b[	�� �a	�b(�¤ ��t:                                                        (4.20) 

which is generalized relative information generating function of order \. 

iii) In case ] = 1, equation (4.15) reduces to 

��
  I\(P/Q ; U,T) = j∑ �`h`�i`�t:�̀9:∑ �`h`�̀9: r ��t:
                                                                   (4.21) 

which is the useful relative information generating function of order \. 

 

On differentiating (4.21) gives 
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��
I\(P/Q;U,T)=�\ − 1�-1
logj∑ �`h`�i`�t:�̀9:∑ �`h`�̀9: r=H\(P/Q;U)                                     (4.22)                                   

which is the new generalized relative information. 

Further if  \ → 1, equation (4.22) becomes 

H(P/Q; U) = j∑ �`h`�i`�t:�̀9:∑ �`h`�̀9: r                                                                                  (4.23) 

When Z	=1, then (4.23) reduces to Kullback-Lieblers measure of relative information 

which is given as: 

H(P/Q ; U) =
∑ h`®¯�̀9: �°`±`�∑ h`�̀9:  

Since ∑ �	[	�� =1, then  

H(P/Q ; U) = ∑ �	ª«¬[	�� Rh`i`S which is similar to equation (4.1). 

 

5. Two generalized ‘useful’ relative information function for somep 

probability distributions 
 

Example 5.1: For the Uniform probability distribution R�� , �� , …	 , ��S and Uniform Utility 

distribution �f, f, … , f� and predicted probability distributionR�N , �N , …	, �NS 

Also put ] = 1 in equation (4.6), we get: 

�b,_��/¦, �� = �∑ g�̀9: R:²S�R:³S�t:
∑ g�̀9: R:²S � ��t:

 

= �R:²S�R :³S�t:
R:²S � ��t:

 

�b,_��/¦, ��= R ��NS
 
From equation (4.7) we get, �b_(P/Q ; t ) = 

�b(� ª«¬ �∑ g�̀9: R:²S�R :³S�t:
∑ g�̀9: R:²S � �b_(P/Q ; t ) = −[ª«¬ � + ª«¬§¤ 

 

Example 5.2: Geometric distribution: Consider the Geometric distribution (q, qp, 

qp
2
,....), (z, zw, zw

2
,....); z+w=1, p+q=1 and Geometric utility distribution (v, vu, 

vu
2
,....). It is the most general case when utility also follows geometric distribution. 

Then from equation (1.6) after substituting ]=1, 

I\,](P;U;t)= 

E∑ �^, ^u, ^u,, … �[	�� �a, ap, ap,, … �b�z, zw, zw,�%(� ∑ �^, ^u, ^u,, … �[	�� �a, ap, ap,, … �# F

/b(�

 

= 

¶a^ E∑ �1, u, u,, … �[	�� �1, p, p,, … �b�1, w,w,�%(� a^ ∑ �1, u, u,, … �[	�� �1, p, p,, … �# F

/b(�
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= z 

OPP
PQR ��(gS R ��(hSb R ��(·Sb(�

R ��(gS R ��(hST
UVV
VW

 b(�)

 

⟹ �b,_��/¦, ��= Z R �̧iS
 
Also from equation (4.7) and put ] = 1, we get,  ��
 �b,_��/¦, ��= �\ − 1�(�ª«¬ j∑ l¹,¹g,¹gm,… oli,ih,ihm,… o��¸,¸º,… ��t:�̀9: ∑ �¹,¹g,¹gm,… ��i,ih,ihm,… ��̀9: r 
= 

�b(� ª«¬ s¹i»R ::t¼SR ::t°S�R ::t½S�t:
¹iR ::t¼SR ::t°S w 

= z
�b(� ª«¬ jR �̧iSb(�r ⟹ XX+ I%,B�P/Q, t� = 	−zlogz − zlogq . 

 

Example 5.3 : For exponential  distribution we consider 

p�x�=λe(¿À, λ> 0, 0≤x≤ ∞ 

u�y�=ue(�Â,u>0, 0≤ y ≤ ∞ 

q�z�=γe(ÃÄ,	γ>0, 0≤	γ≤ ∞ 

From equation (4.6) after putting β=1 we get 

I%,B �PQ ; t� = s∑ �ue(�Â�lλe(¿Ào%�γe(ÃÄ�%(�/��� ∑ λe(¿À	�ÇtÈÉ/��� w +%(�
 

= sμ∑ �ue(�Â�lλe(¿Ào%�γe(ÃÄ�%(�/��� λμ∑ e(¿À	ÇtÈÉ/��� w +%(�
 

                     =  �lλe(¿Ào%(��γe(ÃÄ�%(�� ¢qt:
 I%,B R�� ; tS =   Lλγe(¿À(ÃÄM+ 

Also from equation (4.7), we have,  

ËË+ I%,B R�� ; tS = 	 �%(� log   j∑ ��ÇtÈÉ�l¿ÇtÌÍoq�ÃÇtÎÏ�qt:869: ∑ ¿ÇtÌÍ	ÈÐtÈÉ869: r ¢qt:
 =	 �%(� log Llλe(¿Ào�γe(ÃÄ�%(�M ËË+ I%,B R�� ; tS =	 logλ – λx + log γ – γz 

 

Example 5.4: For poisson distribution, we consider : 

P(x) = 
ÇtÌ¿ÍÀ! ; x=0,1,2,. . . ;λ> 0 

U(y)=
Çt��ÉÂ! ; y=0,1,2,. . . ;µ> 0  

Q(z)=
ÇtÎÃÏÄ! ; z =0,1,2,. . . ;γ> 0                  
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After substituting these values and β=1 in (4.6) we get  

I%,B R�� ; tS = 	 G∑ �Ðt��ÉÉ! ��ÐtÌÌÍÍ! �q869: �ÐtÎÎÏÏ! �qt:
∑ �Ðt��ÉÉ! �869: �ÐtÌÌÍÍ! � I

+ %(�)
 

               =s∑ �RÇtÌ¿ÍÀ! S�%(� RÇtÎÃÏÄ! S%(�/��� w+ %(�)
 

I%,B �PQ ; t� = sÑe(¿λÀx! �e(ÃγÄz! �Òw+ 
Also from equation (4.7) we get 

H%B R�� ; US=
�%(�log G∑ �Ðt��ÉÉ! ��ÐtÌÌÍÍ! �q869: �ÐtÎÎÏÏ! �qt:

∑ �Ðt��ÉÉ! �869: �ÐtÌÌÍÍ! � I 
                  =

�%(�log jRÇtÌ¿ÍÀ! S RÇtÎÃÏÄ! S%(�r 
		H%B R�� ; US  =log 

ÇtÌ¿ÍÀ!   +  log  
ÇtÎÃÏÄ!  

 

Example 5.5: Gamma distribution with one parameter λ, µ & γ 

Consider p(x) =
ÇtÍÀÌt:Г¿ , λ> 0, 0 < x < ∞ 

                 U(y)= 
ÇtÉÂ�t:Г� , µ> 0, 0 < y < ∞ 

                  Q(z)=
ÇtÏÄÎt:ГÃ , γ> 0, 0 < z < ∞ 

Put these values in equation (4.6) and β�=β=1 we get 

I%,B R�� ; tS = 	 G∑ �ÐtÉÉ�t:Г� ��ÐtÍÍÌt:ГÌ �q869: �ÐtÏÏÎt:ГÎ �qt:
∑ ÐtÉÉ�t:Г�869: �ÐtÍÍÌt:ГÌ � I

+ %(�)
 

       =j∑ RÇtÍÀÌt:Г¿ S%/��� RÇtÏÄÎt:ГÃ S%(�r+ %(�)
 

I%,B �PQ ; t� = �e(Àx¿(�Гλ e(ÄzÃ(�Гγ �+
 

Also from equation (4.7), we have, 

= 
�%(� log G∑ ÇtÉÂ�t:869: �ÐtÍÍÌt:ГÌ �q�ÐtÏÏÎt:ГÎ �qt:

∑ �ÐtÉÉ�t:Г� ÐtÍÍÌt:ГÌ �869: I 
=

�%(� log jRÇtÍÀÌt:Г¿ S RÇtÏÄÎt:ГÃ S%(�r%(�
 

		H%B R�� ; US=log [RÇtÍÀÌt:Г¿ S RÇtÏÄÎt:ГÃ S] 
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6. Conclusion 
 We have shown that parametric information generation functions defined in 

this paper are generalization of the information generating function based on Shannon’s 

measure of Information. 
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